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Reading 

Today in reading we are going to make predictions about the story 

‘The cow who fell to Earth’.

A prediction is a guess, thinking about the title, is the book going to be 

about a snake? A unicorn? A cow? Use the title to help you think of an 

idea.

What do you think the story will be about? How did the cow fall to Earth? 

Where did they fall from? Tell us what you think.

Please email us your fantastic predictions before we read the book 

tomorrow.
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Writing

Today in writing we are going to begin looking at acrostic poems. When 

looking at acrostic poems, we need to remember that the first letter in each 

line spells what the poem is about. This poem is about cats. We know this 

because the first letters are C-A-T-S. 

Today we would like you to think, what other words could you use to 

describe cats? 

Try and think of some words that you could put in an acrostic poem for cats, 

are they Cute and Adorable? Are they Trustworthy and Silly? The words are 

up to you!
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Maths
Today you will be continuing to look at direction and using the new skills and 

vocabulary we learnt yesterday. 

Can you remember the Key vocabulary from yesterday?

Just to refresh your memory of direction watch the 

Hip Hop Granny, follow her instructions and strut your 

stuff!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/av/supermovers/42626760

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/av/supermovers/42626760


Maths
You will begin by practising what you did yesterday.

Look at the image below, draw it and then turn it to the direction that is 

being asked and then draw what the shape will look like. Then you have the 

opportunity to check it independently on the next slide. The first one has 

been done for you… 

If you need to, use the images to remind you what the turns look like and if they are 

clockwise or anti clockwise.

Turn this image three 

quarters in a 

clockwise direction. 



Maths
Now look at these images and try to answer them carefully…

Turn this image a

quarter in a 

clockwise direction. 

Turn this image three 

quarters in an anti

clockwise direction. 



Maths
Answers

Now look at these images and try to answer them carefully…

Turn this image a

quarter in a 

clockwise direction. 

Turn this image three 

quarters in an anti

clockwise direction. 

Three quarter 
turn



Maths

There are now some images on slides. Your job is to look at them and then 

use the sentence stems below to describe the turns that have been made 

by each shape and if the turns are clockwise or anticlockwise. 

The first one has been done for you to see.

The shape has turned a half turn, clockwise.



Maths

Now see if you can work these out guys, I am sure you will 

HULK SMASH this! But have a think…is there more 

than one answer?

The shape has turned a ____turn, ______.



Maths
Answers

Were you correct? See if you can try and solve the next one.

The shape has turned a full turn, clockwise.

or

The shape has turned a full turn anticlockwise.



Maths

Now look at this one and remember, think carefully…is there more 

than one answer?

The shape has turned a ____turn, ______.



Maths
Answers

Were you correct? See if you can try and solve the next one.

The shape has turned a three quarter turn, clockwise.

or

The shape has turned a quarter turn anticlockwise.



Maths

Now look at the last one and remember, is there more 

than one answer?

The shape has turned a ____turn, ______.



Maths
Answers

Were you correct? Good job guys!.

The shape has turned a half turn, clockwise.

or

The shape has turned a half turn anticlockwise.



Maths

Don’t forget guys… head over to Times Table Rock stars to get involved in 

‘Maths Week, London’

You have to be in it to win it!
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Phonics

Today we are going to play I spy 

in phonics! We have a lovely 

jungle themed I spy for you to 

try. 

To chilli challenge yourself can 

you either…

Write the other words that you 

can see,

Or

Use a few of the words to write 

sentences.


